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Irrigation Lessons for Youth
With my agricultural education degree, I enjoy creating lessons and activities for youth and
often able to utilize that background by creating lessons for others. With Nebraska Extension as a
leader in irrigation management and development of the Nebraska Agricultural Water
Management Network, it is only fitting for Nebraska Extension to provide youth education related
to irrigation.
With that in mind, a series of lessons have been created to accompany the recently
developed Agricultural Water Management Guide. This online magazine-type resource introduces
readers to irrigation and its use and benefits to Nebraska crop production. This guide serves as a
resource for anyone wanting to learn more about irrigation management. It has embedded videos
and links for further information, making it interactive. Teachers or informal educators can utilize
the guide as an informative reference for themselves or encourage youth to read it themselves.
To compliment the Agricultural Water Management Guide, six lesson plans with activities
have been created. Each lesson has learning objectives, careers associated with the topic,
educational standards and hands-on activities related to irrigation. A basic ag water management
lesson helps youth understand basics principles of soil and water management. Other lesson plan
topics include: irrigation management planning & tools used, center pivot irrigation, furrow
irrigation, subsurface drip irrigation, and variable rate irrigation. Extension has also developed
YouTube videos to compliment these lessons in the classroom.
These materials can all be found on Nebraska Extension’s CropWatch website at
cropwatch.unl.edu/youth and click on the irrigation lessons tab.
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